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44 days out
Planning on Orange Tier



Elementary Schools 
(6th grade)
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Two 6th Grade 
Advancement Celebration 

Opportunities  
Prerecorded Promotion can be experienced live at 
campus or at Home 

Plus - Drive-Thru Ceremony to receive certificates 
and take pictures on campus
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Pre Recorded Event 
+ Mon, Tue, or Wed evening
+ Pre recorded promotion on Campus 
+ Blankets provided with social distancing
+ Student plus two (2) parents from household
+ Masks required per CA guidelines
+ Reservations/names required for anyone 

attending 
+ District renting video projectors and screens
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Drive Thru
+ Weds, Thu, or Friday (early release)

+ Students receive certificates
+ Can take pictures at Step and Repeat 

backdrop
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Other considerations

+ District providing
+ Blankets
+ Yard signs
+ Step and repeat photo backdrop
+ Balloon arches 
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8th Grade
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Nicolas, LV, Parks
Utilizing High School 
Stadiums

Promotion Locations
Beechwood, Fisler
Utilizing school facilities or 
potentially a local facility 
such as EV Free church
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8th grade promotion

+ 33% capacity allowed = student + two
+ Social Distancing required
+ Masks required
+ Less formal with no practice allowed at the 

stadiums
+ Reservations/names required
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8th grade promotion
+ Promotion speakers on stage
+ Additionally a live stream for families not comfortable 
+ Teachers will read names from area in front of stage
+ Students dismissed to families at conclusion of recessional
+ Students assemble at predetermined time for processional (6 

foot spacing monitored by teachers)
+ Students will be seated in chairs on the field with 6 ft. spacing
+ Teachers will be seated at the end of each row 
+ Students will walk past stage as their name is read, then return 

to seats
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Other considerations

+ District providing
+ Live streaming teams (IIS and vendor)
+ Yard signs
+ Step and repeat photo backdrop
+ Balloon arches 
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Any questions?
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